OPEN ACCESS
UniGe supports green and gold Open Access through the IRIS UniGe institutional archive, the “Policy on open access to the scientific literature”, the activity of Genova University Press and the 7 transformative agreements signed by the University Library System since July 2020.

OPEN DATA
It is the newborn project in UniGe! The Open data repository will be unveiled during next GenOA week 2021. The UniGe Open Science Group is preparing the right environment for the FAIR handling of research data and to support UniGe researchers in the data management plan.

OPENSCIENCE.UNIGE.IT
The purpose of the openscience.unige.it project is to become a vehicle for collaborative learning and so all academic actors - teachers, researchers, support staff, students and librarians - are involved. It was designed by analyzing the Open Science topics and matching them with the UniGe skills and activities.

GENOA WEEK
GenOA week, now in its 3. edition, is an event to support the challenges of Open Science. Organized by the UniGe Open Science Group, it gathers all the Open Science advocacy initiatives of the Ligurian scientific institutions (northwestern Italy).

OPEN SCIENCE GROUP
The UniGe Open Science Group represents the synergy between the University Library System and the Research Area staff. Created to promote Open Access, now it deals with the support, and advocacy of all the Open Science topics.
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